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China 20 years ago  
africa’s e-commerce opportunity

By Vian Chinner
Entrepreneur Vian Chinner is 
a consumer behaviour prediction 
specialist and CEO and founder 
of the AI-operated company 
Xineoh, a Canadian public 
company with its corporate 
headquarters in Vancouver. 

Its engineering is run by Vian Chinner,  
out of Johannesburg, South Africa.

When it comes to e-commerce, Africa is 
where China was 20 years ago.

Lagging a total of two decades could be seen 
as a huge negative, but in this case, it actually 
presents a substantial opportunity for online 
retailers targeting the continent. This was the 
message from Brian Wong, vice-president of global 
initiatives at e-commerce giant Alibaba, at the 
recent World Economic Forum (WEF) on Africa 
which was held in Cape Town.
In a panel discussion, titled The Retail Revolution, 

Wong highlighted how China grew from an under-
developed digital economy to a world leader. 
In1999, when Alibaba just started its operations, 
the per capita income in China was $800, now 
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it is $9,000. Only 8.8 million Chinese were online, 
today it has 850 million people using the internet. 

China’s share of global  
e-commerce value  

has grown from  
almost nothing (less than 1%)  

to approximately 43%.

A study released by the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
at the WEF on Africa put the global value 
of e-commerce at an estimated $29 trillion 
(measured in 2017). This is equivalent to 36% 
of total global gross domestic product (GDP) 
for that year.
The secretary-general of UNCTAD, former Kenyan 

minister of trade and industry Mukisa Kituyi, 
highlighted that the United States and China 
account for 90% of the market capitalisation value 
of the world’s 70 largest digital platforms. Africa’s 
percentage clocks in at only 1.2%.
Wong said that 20 years ago China’s retail, 

banking or logistics infrastructure were severely 
under-developed. But this situation allowed it 
to leapfrog aspects of the old economy and go 
straight on to digital.
Today, many African countries find themselves 

in a similar position with nascent economies and 
weak infrastructure. However, this gives companies 
doing business on the continent the opportunity to 
introduce innovative digital solutions that bypass 
the traditional way of doing things.

Challenges remain
Despite the clear opportunity, Africa’s e-commerce 
sector still faces many challenges. Delivering 
products that have been purchased online is one 
of them. This is because of the sheer size of many 
countries and the lack of transport infrastructure, 
particularly in rural areas, said Vilo Trska, vice 
president and general manager for South Africa at 
Procter & Gamble.
The availability and compatibility of payments 

systems for e-commerce also remain problematic. 

Many international digital payment gateways 
are not available to merchants in Africa. 
However, Sihlesenkosi Majola, founder and CEO 
of South Africa-based online arts and crafts 
marketplace Wezart, stated that he has seen some 
improvements in the payments space in recent 
years.
Kituyi also raised the issue of cost-effective 

cross-border electronic payments systems that 
he believes should be tackled urgently. He has no 
doubt that the battle between the large banks 

“
“ 20 years ago China’s retail, banking 

or logistics infrastructure were severely 
under-developed. This allowed it to 

leapfrog aspects of the old economy and 
go straight on to digital.

“
“



During the WEF session, Trska repeated a retail 
wisdom: Everything starts with the consumer. He 
said that the future of e-retail will revolve around 
how producers or retailers can connect with the 
consumer and address their needs. The introduction 
of artificial intelligence (AI) into e-commerce 
operations is the key to the way forward, for 
instance…

 AI can provide online retailers  
with the ability to recommend  

the right products to the right consumers  
at the right time. It can also help  
to optimise pricing, inventory and  
marketing to maximise efficiency  

and customer satisfaction.

Trska understands the need in e-commerce not 
just to provide the customer with what they need 
now, but also to use data insights (gained mostly 
through AI) to try and infer the future needs of 
customers and delivering on those. The machine 
learning capabilities of AI can support e-commerce 
operations in keeping the customer central, often 
knowing what they need more comprehensively 
than the individual themselves could comprehend.
If e-commerce companies on the African 

continent acknowledge the opportunity that lies in 
front of them and proactively embrace disruptive 
technologies such as AI, the leapfrogging can begin 
in earnest.
In this way, the opportunity can be seized, not 

squandered.

and fintech start-ups will eventually be won by 
the start-ups but makes a case for governments’ 
required involvement in providing support – 
particularly around how to anchor the banking 
behind e-commerce payments that span national 
borders.
Unfortunately, many digital entrepreneurs still 

battle to find investment to bring their ideas to life. 
Often the risk appetite of investors for disruptive 
opportunities are not as high in Africa as it is in the 
developed world.

Two decades ago, Alibaba founder  
Jack Ma also struggled to get investors  

to buy into his idea. 

As Wong outlined during the panel session, Ma 
went to Silicon Valley and spoke with 32 venture 
capitalists, but nobody wanted to invest.
Until finally a few people had faith and made the 

plunge.
At least there is precedent now, said Wong. African 

entrepreneurs should be able to approach investors 
having the Chinese example. 
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Capitalising on transaction data
Many African e-commerce companies are failing to 
optimally monetise the data they are gaining from 
interactions between customers and products on 
their online platforms.
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